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Time to shine light on Tarion
Intended to protect new 0ntario homebuyers, the agency appears to be
protecting builders instead

BY AI.AN SHANOFF, TORONTO SUN
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I new home keys

Tarion and transparency.

The only thing the two words have in common is that they start with the same letter.

Tarion is a private, independent, non-profit corporation which administers the Ontario New Home Warranties Plan Act.

It is funded not by government, but by mandatory fees passed on to and paid by new home purchasers, as well as builder
registration fees and investment income.

Having been given power by the Ontario government to collect mandatory fees and administer a key piece of consumer
protection legislation, you'd think Tarion would be subject to oversight by the Ontario Ombudsman and the Auditor
General.

You'd think Tarion would be subject to sunshine and access to information laws.

But you'd be wrong on all counts.

New Democrat MPP Jagmeet Singh has tabled a private member's bill to remedy some of Tarion's transparency problems.

Bill 6o, the Tarion Accountability and Oversight Act, would bring it under the jurisdiction of both the Ombudsman and
Auditor General, as well as clarify Tarion's primary role as a consumer protection agency.

It would also force Tarion to disclose all of its detailed performance-related information concerning builders.

Currently Tarion provides a builder directory with admitted deficiencies.

According to Tarion, its information provides "some insight into a builder's performance, but it does not represent a
complete picture of their service record."

The consumer activist group, Canadians for Properly Built Homes (CFPBH), supports Singh's bill, saying it would provide
"change that is urgently needed by Ontario's consumers".

According to CFPBH, "far too many Ontarians are suffering needlessly as a result of serious issues with their newly built
homes. These issues typically include Ontario Building Code violations, an unresponsive builder and an unresponsive
warranty provider - Tarion."

Bill 6o is only the latest of many proposed and failed Tarion reforms.

Former ombudsman Daniel Hill recommended Tarion come under his mandate in t986.

Current OmbudsmanAndre Marin, unable to investigate Tarion directly, reviewed the relationship between the Ministry

of Government and Consumer Services and Tarion in zoo8. His report lambasted the ministry.

Marin has said that, rightly or wrongly, Tarion is seen as a "puppet" of home builders. He wants oversight over it, as Hill
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Former New Democrat MPP Rosario Marchese tabled bills to reform Tarion in zoro. zort and zotz.

While pushing for reforms, he asked the consumer services minister, "Is Tarion another ORNGE? And if not, will the

government make Tarion open up its books and prove it?"

As Marchese added: "The province forces home buyers to buy warranty protection from Tarion, but does nothing to

ensure consumers get value for their money ... When will the Minister reform Tarion into an agency that protects

consumers instead of builders?"

Because Tarion receives no tax dollars its employees aren't subject to sunshine laws, which require government agencies

to disclose the names, positions and salaries of anyone making more than $roo,ooo a year.

According to Marchese, Tarion employs about 22o people and "the average compensation at Tarion is over $roo,ooo per

year, with an unknown amount of that going to Tarion's CEO, COO and nine vice-presidents."

Bill 6o is a good start but it needs to go further by exposing Tarion to access to information and sunshine laws.

The momentum to reform Tarion is growing.

Along with efforts by current and past Ontario ombudsmen, private member's bills and CFBPH's efforts, there are online

initiatives including blogs (Consumers' Reform Tarion), a "Make Tarion Accountable" Facebook community and

Marchese's website.

I contacted Tarion twice seeking comment on Bill 6o but received only a boilerplate reply by email that it continues to
work with the Liberal government on these issues.

That's merely a statement of fact rather than an actual response.

Sooner or later change - and transparency - must come to Tarion.
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